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Tennis Ball Tracking Using a Two-Layered
Data Association Approach
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Yanning Zhang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Ball tracking is a key technology in processing and
analyzing a ball game. Because of the complexity of visual scenes,
a large number of objects are often selected as candidates for the
ball, leading to incorrect identification, and conversely, the true
position of the ball may sometimes be missed because of occlusion
and blur, which can both be frequent and severe. Several tennis ball
tracking algorithms have been reported in literature. In this paper,
we propose a two-layered data association method to improve the
robustness of tennis ball tracking. At the local layer, a shift token
transfer method is proposed, based on shift window processing,
to generate a set of short trajectories or “trajectorylets.” At the
global layer, a unique ball trajectory is obtained by applying a
dynamic programming based splice method to a directed acyclic
graph consisting of trajectorylets. We evaluated our approach on
tennis matches from the Australian Open and the U.S. Open, and
the results obtained show that our approach outperforms current
state-of-the-art approach.

Index Terms—Ball tracking, data association, layered, tennis,
trajectory.

I. INTRODUCTION

S PORTS video analysis is currently receiving increasing at-
tention. It has a number of useful and beneficial appli-

cations, such as highlight extraction [1], [2], tactics analysis
[3], computer assisted refereeing,1 etc. Robust detection and
tracking of objects in sports video is the foundation for high
level analysis. For example, information about ball positions in
a game video is essential for more ambitious systems that at-
tempt to “understand” a game [4]. This paper is concerned with
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tennis ball tracking, in which scenario tracking can be formu-
lated as a data association problem, i.e. the correspondence of
measurements, usually of objects’ positions in the image ob-
tained by a detection mechanism [5]. To track these small and
indistinct targets in a cluttered and changing background, with
the possibility of occlusions by the players or objects on the
court, is a challenging task. Numerous approaches have been
developed to solve this problem [6]–[12].
Traditionally, nearest neighbor based approaches have

been developed to address the data association problem.
The strongest-neighbor filter (SNF) [6] approach uses the
measurement with the highest intensity among the validated
measurements in a gate for track update and discards the others.
Similarly, in the nearest-neighbor filter (NNF) [6] approach,
the detected object candidate closest to the predicted position
of the object is used for track updating. These two solutions
make assignment decisions based solely on the current image
frame and are found only to work well in scenarios in which
the background is uncluttered and occlusion is infrequent. The
track-splitting filter method [7] and the joint-likelihood method
[8] were designed to alleviate this shortcoming by incorporating
measurements from future frames in the assignment decision.
Instead of using only one measurement, a probabilistic

scheme uses all of the validated target measurements with
target-measurement association probabilities (weights). Proba-
bilistic data association (PDA), first proposed by Bar-Shalom
and Fortmann [6], is an effective approach that has been shown
to work well in tracking single target in clutter. PDA is a
sub-optimal method but has been widely used because optimal
solutions have an exponentially increasing computational com-
plexity. Viterbi algorithm based approaches have been applied
to the tracking problem: these are attractive because of their
low computational complexity. For example, the Viterbi Data
Association method (VDA) [13] is a parallel search scheme
using the Viterbi algorithm.
Data association becomes more difficult when tracking mul-

tiple targets. The joint PDA (JPDA) [10], [14] is proposed to
track multiple targets by weighting each measurement based on
an estimate of the measurement-to-track probability. The mul-
tiple-hypothesis tracking (MHT) [9], [15] handles the multi-
target tracking problem by evaluating the likelihood that there
is a target given a sequence of measurements.
From other perspectives, some researchers address the

tracking task as an assignment problem [16] and consider data
association as a process of partitioning a set of observations into
trajectories [17]. Several solutions have been applied to handle
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tracking under this scheme, e.g., weighted set packing (SP)
[8], maximum weight independent set (MWIS) [18], [15] and
multi-dimensional assignment (MDA) [17], [19]. Also, several
recent works show that data association can be mapped into a
min-cost network flow problem [20]–[23]. Network flow can
be solved in polynomial time using either linear programming
[22] or push-relabel methods [23].
Recently, robust data association (RDA) [11] has been used

to treat data association as a motion fitting problem. RDA
solves data association and estimation by using the RANSAC
algorithm [24], which is more robust to abrupt motion change.
However, RDA has two critical limitations: (1) No global
motion smoothness constraint is applied to independent esti-
mation of the best models, which may lead to unrecoverable
error when these models are incorrectly picked. (2) The com-
putational complexity of the RANSAC algorithm increases
as the ratio of true positives drops. Yan et al. [12] proposes
a hierarchical scheme with graph-theoretic formulation that
attempts to overcome these limitations. It uses a recursive
estimation scheme to fit a dynamic model in the first pass,
which reduces the algorithm’s complexity significantly. Then,
in the second pass, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is applied
to filter out false tracklets and estimate the final best trajectory.
However, in the task of single object tracking, Yan’s approach
requires manually labeling the initial and terminal tracklets
because Dijkstra’s algorithm is a single-source shortest path
algorithm. When they extended to multiple object tracking,
Yan et al. dealt with the initiation/termination problem by
exhaustively analyzing all-pairs of shortest paths resulting from
the single object tracking [12]. Furthermore, once a ball moves
out the field of view, Yan’s tracklets linkage may fail and lead
to failure Dijkstra’s algorithm. Also, Yan’s approach doesn’t
supply a mechanism to handle short-term misdetection which
occurs frequently. More recently, Huang et al. [25] presented a
Viterbi-based method to estimate a ball’s trajectory. Their aim
was to estimate a globally smooth trajectory. In their implemen-
tation of the Viterbi algorithm, it used the Euclidean distance
between ball candidates estimated over data sets to derive a
transition probability to connect ball candidates without a local
parameterized kinematics motion model. However, the lack of
a well-defined local kinematics motion model entailed some
loss of precision in the tracked trajectory.
In this paper, we propose a two-layered data association ap-

proach (TLDA) for tennis ball tracking, extended from our pre-
vious work [26], that attempts to remedy these problems and
increase robustness. The proposed two-layered data associa-
tion approach exploits both local and global information to help
search the possible trajectories more robustly. Firstly, in con-
trast to Huang’s approach [25], we use a motionmodel and well-
defined measuring scores to acquire better trajectories locally
within shift windows using the proposed shift token transfer al-
gorithm. Furthermore, our approach supplies a mechanism to
handle those short-term misdetections by introducing virtual
ball candidates at the local layer. At the global layer, instead
of the Dijkstra’s algorithm, we use the Floyd algorithm over a
weighted directed acyclic graph (WDAG) to search the optimal
trajectory, which does not require manual labeling of the ini-

tial and terminal tracklets. Moreover, to address the problem of
the absence of the ball in a long sequence of frames, we intro-
duce -order directed arcs over the graph to allow a ball tra-
jectory to skip these frames. Our approach is focused on single
object tracking, but it is possible to enhance it for multiple ob-
ject tracking. For example, [12] offers us a workable solution
because we use a graph-based scheme that is compatible with
this work. In summary, the main contribution of our approach
is three-fold:
• We propose a two-layered data association approach that
exploits both local and global information for tennis ball
tracking.

• Currently, in the ball candidate extraction step, the regions
in which the players are initially positioned by manual la-
belling, but this manual labelling could be replaced by an
automatic object detection technique [27] fairly easily.

• We introduce the concepts of virtual ball candidates and
-order directed arcs to handle, respectively, the problems

of short-term misdetections and long-term absences of the
ball.

Extended from our previous paper, the major enhancements
of this work include: 1) Comparing with Yan et al. [12] which is
also a hierarchical approach based on graph theory, we propose a
new rankingmechanismwhich is beneficial in overcoming
the dense noise. 2) In the global layer, we replace the dummy
tokens with -order directed arcs to achieve clearer and easier
formulation. 3) An inner-window trajectorylets splice process
is proposed ahead of inter-window trajectorylets splice to help
recall shorter trajectorylets inside a window. 4) A pruning step
at the end of local layer is proposed.
The paper is organized as follows. A brief overview of our

approach is given in Section II. Ball candidate extraction is de-
scribed in Section III. A detailed description of the local and
global layer approach are given in Section IV and Section V.
Evaluation results are shown in Section VI, and conclusions are
presented in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The basic flow of our tennis ball tracking system is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. Our approach has three main components: can-
didate extraction, local “trajectorylets” (trajectory clips) gener-
ation and global trajectorylets splicing.
Ball candidate extraction aims to detect all the possible ball

candidates from a raw image sequence. Each ball candidate is
represented by a point, the centroid of the ball. In order to elim-
inate as many false candidates as possible, tennis court line de-
tection and player tracking [28] are adopted to make an image
mask.
Then, at the local layer, taking all ball candidates as input,

we generate a set of local trajectorylets using a proposed shift
token transfer method. The method locally links candidates to
obtain the first ranked trajectorylets (trajectory clips) under
a defined quality score criterion that is influenced by a motion
model. The longer a trajectorylet is, the more likely it is to
have “drifted” from the true trajectory because of false candi-
date clutter. To combat this, we execute the token transfer proce-
dure within each shift window. Next, a pruning process is used
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Fig. 1. Overview of the tennis ball tracking system. There are three major components. A set of ball candidates, shown here as blue circles, is extracted from raw
image sequences. Then is followed by a process to extract local “trajectorylets” which has a shift token transfer algorithm as its core. A weighted directed acyclic
graph is then built on the trajectorylets, and the shortest path through this graph is extracted as the final ball trajectory.

to eliminate those trajectorylets which are duplicated and not
likely to be true. As a result, every window reserves at most

ranked trajectorylets as the output of the local layer.
Finally, at the global layer, these trajectorylets are con-

nected and an optimal trajectory is found using a dynamic pro-
gramming scheme. This layer is divided into two phases: inner-
window trajectorylets splicing and inter-window trajectorylets
splicing. These phases will be detailed in Section V-B and V-C.

III. BALL CANDIDATES EXTRACTION

Because of noise and occlusions, multiple candidate ball po-
sitions may be detected in a single frame. To extract ball can-
didates within a frame, we difference two adjacent frames and
choose candidates using size and color filters. In practice, many
false candidates are caused by the camera’s pan, tilt and zoom
(PTZ)motion, and also by players’ movement. Hence, court line
detection and player tracking processing are used to help to dis-
card as many false candidates as possible.

A. Court Line Detection

In tennis game videos, the court occupies the dominant image
area, and in some videos, the angle between the plane of the
tennis court and the sight line of the camera is fixed. Once the
court is detected, some other regions (e.g. the auditorium region)
can be easily identified. Many false ball candidates occur along
the court lines, inside the auditorium region and in the chief
referee region: this is usually caused by camera motion. These
candidates can easily be identified and discarded once the court
position has been located.
A court used in professional tennis is 23.78 meters long by

10.97 meters wide. To identify the court-area within an RGB
image frame, we use the following procedure: apply a coarse
filter using the court line’s color to obtain a binary image, and
apply the Hough transform to obtain a set of straight-lines that

Fig. 2. Examples of tennis court line detection and mean-shift based player
tracking. (a) Court line detection result. (b) Players’ tracking.

contain the court lines. Using slope and relative position infor-
mation, pick out several robust court lines so as to supply suffi-
cient non-collinear crossing points to specify the coefficients
of a Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) [29] between and .
All the court lines and their crossing points on the image plane,
denoted by , can be determined with DLT. With , regions that
contain many false candidates, such as court lines, the judges’
region and the auditorium, can be easily masked, so that nu-
merous false candidates can be discarded. Fig. 2(a) shows the
result of court line detection.

B. Player Tracking

In this paper, a mean-shift based object tracking method [28]
is applied to each frame. Its output is two rectangular regions,
each of which encloses one of the two players. To implement
this method, the initial rectangle regions of two players in the
first frame of each video clip are manually specified. The mean-
shift tracker requires computation of a weighted histogram over
the object region. In order to increase the accuracy of the his-
togram, the non-player areas in the rectangle region of each
player are eliminated using the dominant color of the court area.
Then all extracted ball candidates located in players’ regions
are taken as false candidates and are discarded. After the court
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line masking and the players’ region masking procedure, we de-
note the set of ball candidates extracted in frame as

( ) and these serve as the input to
next stage.

IV. TRAJECTORYLETS GENERATION

We define a directed network over the extracted ball can-
didates in each frame . The network uses the following link
rule: each candidate can link forward to any candidate located
in its neighborhood in the next frame. and rep-
resent the maximum and minimum pixel distances a tennis ball
can travel in (the reciprocal of the frame rate).
The nodes of the resulting network are termed candidate

nodes (CNs) here, and each path through the network might cor-
respond to a trajectorylet. Over this network , a simplified
motion model is applied and two kinds of quality score are de-
fined. Then, we use a shift window based approach to select a
set of trajectorylets within each window.

A. Motion Model Definition

To predict the position of a ball in frame , a local motion
model is estimated using the positions of previous candidates in
three previous frames and the predicted candidate given
by the motion model. Because of the high variation of ball’s
motion, for simplicity in this paper the local motion model as-
sumes constant acceleration. To compensate the cost of motion
model’s simplification, a little larger is necessary. Velocity

and acceleration are estimated using (1) and (2), and
a candidate position can be predicted using (3).

(1)

(2)

(3)

B. Quality Score Definition

In frame , we score each candidate using the pre-
dicted candidate position . Fig. 3 depicts a typical predic-
tion and score for a candidate, where two quality scores for
in frame are defined as

(4)

(5)

Here, and are respectively the pixel distance and the angle
between and , as shown in Fig. 3. Then the quality
score for any particular path in the directed network is
for all triplets (i.e. successive three ball candidates) inside the
path. To avoid large negative scores for and , we constrain
their range to the interval where is predefined.

Fig. 3. Motion Model. Prediction of ball position using a linear acceleration
model and the detected ball candidates. Solid circles represent actual detected
ball candidate positions and the dotted circle a predicted position.

C. Shift Window-Based Token Transfer

To generate a set of trajectorylets, we propose a modified ver-
sion of the Viterbi algorithm, namely shift token transfer.
A token defined here holds two quantities as follows:
• CNPath: the history of candidate nodes (CNs) that the
token has passed through.

• Score: the accumulated score (i.e. the sum of and
over all triples in CNPath).

The longer a CNPath becomes, the more chance it has of
incorporating false ball candidates. Hence, we use a windowing
technique to alleviate this problem. A complete shift token
transfer process, shown in Algorithm 1, is executed afresh
within each window. Here, represents a set of tokens
passed up to candidate node ( ); is an initial token
whose , . is the successor of
in network .

Algorithm 1 shift token transfer

Initialization:
1: ;
Recursion: (run afresh within each )

2: for all do
3: if then
4: ;
5: end if
6: for all do
7: Add four virtual successor CNs into ;
8: end for
9: ;
10: for all do
11: for all do
12: Calculate and ; ( when

)
13: Score Score ;
14: CNPath CNPath ;
15: Add into ;
16: end for
17: end for
18: Pick the ranked tokens from into

;
19: end for
20: Prune .

The shift token transfer algorithm begins by assigning each
candidate node an initial token in the first frame of each
window. Then a token transfer procedure is applied between two
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Fig. 4. Update VCNs. An example of updating a token’s CNPath when it has
two VCNs associated with it. At times and , two VCNs (hollow dashed
circles), are incorporated into CNPath and find a successor at time . An
interpolation is applied to the two VCNs (solid dashed circles) to replace the old
ones. The Score is also refreshed.

consecutive frames. For each candidate node, all tokens held by
it are passed to its successive candidate nodes in the next frame
after updating the Score and the CNPath via steps 12 to 14 of
Algorithm 1.
Sometimes, the ball may be missing in several consecutive

frames. To handle the case of “short-term” absences of the ball,
when a candidate node fails to find any successor, we create
four virtual candidate nodes (VCNs) with distances of (

in the top, bottom, right and left directions. These VCNs
are added into and the token transfer process is then con-
tinued. Here we allow at most successive virtual candidate
nodes in a token’s CNPath, which means that if a token’s CN-
Path ends with virtual candidate nodes and it fails to find any
successor, it will be abandoned. Conversely, if a token success-
fully finds a successor with fewer than VCNs, the token’s
Score and CNPath are updated using interpolation. An example
of updating a token with two VCNs is shown in Fig. 4.
When a single token transfer process has been done, we

pick the first ranked tokens of and store them
in . ranking mechanism contributes to overcome
the dense noise because it attempts to retain the relatively poor
true trajectorylets when a noisy false one is selected as the
best. After all token transfers within a window are completed,
a pruning process is adopted to reduce the : this will
be detailed in the next section.

D. Pruning

After obtaining a set of candidates , a pruning
process is necessary. Adjacent windows will typically have
many tokens in common (because of window overlap), and
these duplicates must be removed. Tokens which have poor
piecewise smoothness are taken as outliers and removed at this
stage. Hence, in our work two major pruning strategies are
used: 1). Duplicate trajectorylets are abandoned. 2). Trajecto-
rylets that vary rapidly in their local range are considered for
deletion. For estimating how rapidly a trajectorylet varies in
local range, a simple measurement penalty factor is proposed
which is detailed in Section V-D.
It is also helpful to use prior knowledge about what con-

stitutes a plausible trajectory for a tennis ball: for example, it
would be very unlikely to have a trajectory that is parallel with

Fig. 5. Local layer result. A set of ranked trajectorylets within each
window. Here, each column represents a window ( ) and contains a small
number of trajectorylets ( ).

Fig. 6. Token nodes grid. The trajectorylets obtained at the local layer are con-
verted to token nodes in a grid structure.

the net. These prior considerations are quite effective at re-
moving false tokens induced by the net and the court lines.
Fig. 5 illustrates the trajectorylets obtained using the shift

token transfer algorithm after pruning. Each window contains
a set of ranked trajectorylets, which either overlap, cross
or do not overlap with each other in space and time. Because
of the overlapping of windows, many trajectorylets span two
windows.

V. TRAJECTORYLETS SPLICE

At this layer, called the global layer, our goal is to select an
optimal subset from the set of trajectorylets , to form
the final unique ball trajectory. The key issues are how to de-
fine the splicing rules for trajectorylets, and how to search for
the optimal final trajectory. We address this problem as a dy-
namic programming process over a graph structure. We firstly
construct a directed acyclic graph (DAG) based on these trajec-
torylets, and then search for the optimal directed path through
the DAG using dynamic programming.

A. Trajectorylets-Based DAG Construction

Under our graph scheme, we regard trajectorylets obtained at
the local layer as nodes, called token nodes (TNs). As shown in
Fig. 6, token nodes are organized within windows to form a grid
structure. In order to construct a directed acyclic graph, token
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Fig. 7. Case 1. in example I, the rear portion of the CNPath of is iden-
tical to the front portion of CNPath of ; however, in example II, they
cross but don’t completely overlap. (a) Example I. (b) Example II.

Fig. 8. Case 2. In example II, and overlap temporally but
not spatially.

nodes can be linked in three different ways that take into account
the temporal and spatial relationships between the two token
nodes and occurring in adjacent windows
and :
Case 1: Temporal and spatial overlap:

If the front portion of CNPath of is the
same as the rear portion of the CNPath of ,
the two token nodes are connected with a directed
arc from to . Two simple examples
that illustrate this case are shown in Fig. 7.

Case 2: Temporal overlap only:
When and temporally overlap but
do not overlap spatially, there is no directed arc be-
tween and . Fig. 8 illustrates two
possible examples of this case.

Case 3: No temporal overlap:
As shown in Fig. 9, for this case, we linearly ex-
tend at its end point (in frame ) and lin-
early extend at its start point (in frame )
along the direction of the velocity vectors of the two
points. If a junction of the two extended lines exists
and the distance between the two end points is less
than , we connect the two token nodes
with a directed arc.

We obtain a directed acyclic graph after completing all fea-
sible links: the solid directed arc in Fig. 10 shows an example
of this. Note that this algorithm only links adjacent windows. In
practice, not every window contains a true trajectorylet because
of misdetections of balls. These windows should be skipped
when searching for a global path corresponding to a ball tra-
jectory over the graph. To do this, we define order directed
arcs over the graph that skips successive windows. Then,
an enhanced directed acyclic graph (DAG) is constructed after

Fig. 9. Case 3. This example illustrates how to link two trajectorylets when
they don’t overlap temporally.

Fig. 10. Weighted directed acyclic graph (WDAG) with at most -order arcs.
The ellipses represent token nodes and the dashed lines represent the 2 to
order arcs. The weight of a token node is .

considering all feasible to order arcs. Note that these
arcs are constructed according to the three cases shown above.
Subsequently, we obtain a weighted directed acyclic graph by
taking as the weight associated with each token node.
Finally we build a weighted directed acyclic graph (WDAG)
with at most -order arcs as shown in Fig. 10.

B. Inner-Window Trajectorylets Splice

When the window size is large, some trajectorylets inside
a window may belong to the true trajectory and hence should
be connected to each other, a process we term inner-window
splicing.
The inner-window splicing process is applied to each window

by building a weighted directed acyclic graph using the tech-
niques mentioned in Section V-A. Then the Floyd algorithm is
applied over the graph to search for the optimal path. We select
the first optimal paths to create tokens and ap-
pend them to the DAG in Section V-A. These tokens are linked
using the same rules, i.e. there are three cases.

C. Inter-Window Trajectorylets Splice

We finally obtain a revised weighted directed acyclic graph
after the previously described inner-window trajectory splice
procedure. Thereafter, our task becomes one of searching for the
most likely path through the graph, which becomes our estimate
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Fig. 11. Recursive data flow of the dynamic programming algorithm defined
over the DAG in Fig. 10.

of the ball trajectory. In this paper, the most likely path is defined
as the path with minimum cost (weight).
We employ a dynamic programming approach to address this

problem. The full algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. A re-
cursive quantity is defined: this holds the minimum
cost of the paths ending up at the th token node in . As il-
lustrated in Fig. 11, must be computed on each token
node recursively. In addition, is defined to store the
backtracking information of the optimal path. Fig. 11 gives a
diagrammatic explanation of how to compute recur-
sively. In the first window, of each token node is ini-
tialized as and in the last window the optimal path can
be easily obtained by backtracking . Here we define a
factor to measure the global “smoothness” of a path: this is
explained in more detail in the next section.

Algorithm 2 Trajectorylets Splice

Initialization:
;

Recursion:
1: for all do
2: ;
3: ;
4: ;
5: end for
Termination:

6: ;
7: ;

D. Penalty Factor

We also assume that trajectories in which the direction
changes very quickly are unlikely to be correct. Hence when
searching through the DAG, we use a penalty factor ( )
defined as

(6)

LCount is found by examining the angle between each pair of
consecutive path segments in each candidate path and noting
the number of angles whose value is larger than a threshold (set
to 70 degrees here). Penalty factor also provides a simple mea-
surement of how rapidly a trajectorylet varies in local range, and

Fig. 12. Two snapshots of our two experimental tennis games. (a) A snapshot
of Aus2010FedeTson game video. (b) A snapshot of US2011FedeMon game
video.

serves as pruning strategy at the end of local trajectorylets gen-
eration step in Section IV-D. When the penalty factor of a local
trajectorylet is lower than a threshold , it will be pruned off.
During searching for the optimal path, we weight by
—hence the smaller the value of is, the more likely the

path will be selected.
In the weighted directed acyclic graph, we don’t define any

weight on the arcs themselves. Hence the penalty factor ef-
fectively plays the role of an arc weight. However, it is a global
weight, because is computed on the entire path, not just be-
tween two adjacent token nodes.

VI. EVALUATIONS

In this section, we show results of our approach on two tennis
games: the 2010 Australian Open (Aus2010FedeTson) and the
2011 U.S. Open (US2011FedeMon), two snapshots of whom
have been shown in Fig. 12. Our approach is evaluated using
the measures of precision, recall and F1 measure. Our approach
is compared with Huang’s [25] and Yan’s [12] on the two data
sets. The results show good performance with high F1 measure
and good trade-off between recall and precision.

A. Experiment Settings

The two tennis game videos were recorded using a monoc-
ular camera with pan, tilt, and zoom (PTZ) at a resolu-
tion of 1280-by-720. 37260 image frames were extracted
from the game video Aus2010FedeTson and 24363 from
US2011FedeMon at a sampling rate of 25 frames per second
(fps). These image frames were manually partitioned into 121
and 83 video clips, each of which contains a complete play
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Fig. 13. Five cases when comparing the ground truth of a labeled ball trajectory
with the estimated trajectory of one certain approach.

starting from a valid serve shot. Each clip may consist of several
kinds of shot (i.e. serve, volley, forehand, etc.). For each of the
two games, we divide the video clips into two sections: 1/5 of
the total data is used for tuning parameters, and the remainder
is used for testing.
In order to evaluate the performance, ground truth data of ball

positions needs to be labeled manually in every frame. When
labeling the ball position, movement of the ball often induces
blur. In this case, the center of the blur region was labeled as
the ball’s actual position. Because of the presence of blur, a tol-
erance threshold pixels was set for precision measure-
ments.When the ball moves out of camera’s view or is occluded,
its position will be labeled as INVALID indicating that the ball
is missed. Furthermore, the mean-shift based player tracker [28]
requires manual initialization: therefore, the players’ positions
in the first image frame were labeled as bounding boxes for each
video clip.
After the ball candidate extraction process described in

Section III, on average about 4.45 ball candidates are de-
tected per frame in Aus2010FedeTson and about 4.95 in
US2011FedeMon. Empirical experiments show that the exact
settings of some of the predefined parameters in our experi-
ments are not critical, and they were set as follows: ,

, , , , . By contrast,
the parameter used in Algorithm 1, the window size and
the shift step size are critical to performance. We show the
effects of changing these parameters in Section VI-E.

B. F1 Measure

The measure is used to evaluate the quality of the trajec-
tories. It is based on measurement of the precision and recall of
the estimates of the ball position as detailed. When comparing
the estimated ball positions with labeled ground truth data, the
possible cases can be categorized into five types as illustrated
in Fig. 13. Then the estimation of , precision and recall can
be obtained according to the count of each of the five cases, as
detailed in equations (7), (8), and (9).

(7)

(8)

(9)

where the and are the counts of the case
and , respectively.

In experiments, the values of and are ob-
tained by comparing the distance between the actual ball posi-
tion (ground truth) and the estimated ball position in each frame.
We treat the hypothesized candidates as wrongly detected can-
didates if this distance is larger than pixels. Fig. 14 illus-
trates an example of ball tracking using our approach: (A) and
(B) show the ground truth of a ball trajectory in green circles
and hypothesised ball candidates; (C) and (D) show the trajecto-
rylets found in the local layer; and (E) and (F) show the final esti-
mated trajectory after eliminating the impossible trajectorylets.

C. Tracking Performance and Discussion

Table I summarizes the performance of our two-layered data
association (TLDA) approach compared with Huang’s approach
[25], RDA [11] and Yan’s approach [12]. For performance com-
parison, we have implemented RDA and Yan’s approach and
tuned their key parameters to get the best results over the data
sets.
From Table I, we can clearly observe that, our proposed

TLDA approach outperforms RDA, Huang’s and Yan’s ap-
proaches by margins of about 24.4%, 24.9% and 12.9%
respectively on Aus2010FedeTson, and 20.4%, 12.9% and
13.7% on Us2011FedeMon, respectively. RDA has the worst
precision and recall on these two video sequences. This is
mainly due to the RANSAC-based approach, which suffers as
the ratio of true positive drops and the fact that there is no global
motion smoothness constraint to recover from errors. By using
a recursively fitted motion model, Yan’s approach achieves the
highest precision of trajectory estimation, but with low recall
on both video sequences. However, Yan’s work is based on
50 fps video, as opposed to 25 fps in our work, and it is possible
that some of the performance he obtains is attributable purely
to this higher frame-rate. Huang’s work is mainly concerned
with hit detection and with the change of ball trajectory. So the
value of (i.e. the number of in Section VI-B) is larger
than the other approaches, which results in lower precision and
recall. For the four approaches considered here, our proposed
approach has the best performance and has a better tradeoff
between precision and recall than the other three.
Fig. 15 compares the results of tracking a single ball trajec-

tory from a single clip of duration 10 seconds. We see that our
approach achieves a higher recall whilst having a comparable
precision with the other approaches. RDA always attempts to
give an estimation of the ball’s position in each frame but the
sampling based algorithm lacks global smoothness constraint
to recover errors from a locally wrongly picked motion model.
Therefore, RDA gives a trajectory with minimum gaps but with
maximum incorrect estimations which leads to low precision
and recall. Huang’s approach is influenced by the noise occur-
ring around the net area (around X-axis ). The setting
of higher weights around the net area in Huang’s approach is
the major reason it is more sensitive to the noise around the
net. Yan’s approach also fails to detect the trajectory correctly
due to noise, e.g. in the region of frames 30-45, frames 45-60
and frames 80-100. There are also misdetections, e.g. around
frame #20, frame #120 and frame #140 frame. Our proposed
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Fig. 14. An example of our approach. Here, the blue x-marks represent detected ball candidates. For better visualization, the three sub-figures on the top pane
display a 3-D (Row-Column-Time) view and those on the lower pane display a 2-D (Row-Time) view. The sub-figures (a) and (b) show the ball candidates clutter
and green circles stand for the ground truth of a labeled ball trajectory. The red lines in the sub-figures (c) and (d) are the trajectorylets obtained at the local layer,
whilst those in (e) and (f) are the final single ball trajectories estimated at the global layer (including some gaps). (a) Ball candidates (R-C-T). (b) Ball candidates
(R-T). (c) Local layers (R-C-T). (d) Local layers (R-T). (e) Global layers (R-C-T). (f) Global layers (R-T).

TABLE I
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE FOUR APPROACHES

approach succeeds in obtaining the correct trajectory at the ex-
pense of finding some false positives, e.g. in the duration of
frame 1-10. It appears that our approach does make a better bal-
ance of precision and recall than the other three approaches. For
a good visual comparison, we also provide four videos each of
which contains tracking results of one referred approach. Please
visit https://sites.google.com/site/xenuts/demo to watch these
videos. Besides, examples of running our proposed approach on
red clay court and grass court are also provided on this website.

D. Cross-Dataset Analysis

From Table I, we see that there is a significant perfor-
mance difference in the two data sets AUS2010FedeTson and
US2011FedeMon. Table II analyzes the ball detections in the
two datasets. Column one shows the mean number of candi-
dates (MC) per frame detected in the two datasets. Column two

gives the detection-rate (DR) for the two datasets, which is the
percentage of times that a ball was detected by our technique in
a frame that actually had a ball present in it. However, although
a ball may be detected in a frame, it may be some distance from
the ground truth position. The third column ( ) gives
the percentage of detected ball candidates that were within a
neighborhood of 25 pixels of the true position of the ball. Hence

is a measurement of the amount of “clutter” around
the true position of the ball, as shown in Fig. 16. The higher the

-25, the more clutter around the true ball position.
The results in Table II show that the two data sets have

rather similar numbers of ball candidates per frame. How-
ever, US2011FedeMon has a lower detection rate (DR) than
AUS2010FedeTson, which indicates a higher number of misde-
tections and leads to a reduction in recall. On the other hand,
the values of shows that US2011FedeMon has more
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Fig. 15. Results on one video clip. This figure shows the results of RDA, Huang’s, Yan’s, and our proposed approach on the #137 video clip of Aus2010FedeTson.
In all sub-figures, blue x-marks stand for ball candidates and green circles indicate the ground truth of labeled ball trajectory of this video clip. The estimated
trajectory obtained by each approach is represented by red squares. (a) RDA’s result. (b) Huang’s result. (c) Yan’s result. (d) Our TLDA’s result.

TABLE II
CROSS-DATA ANALYSIS

Fig. 16. -25 is a measurement of the amount of clutter around the true ball
position. The little solid circle is the position of true ball and the x-marks are
the detected ball candidates.

clutter around the ball than AUS2010FedeTson, and this leads
to lower precision. After examining the videos from the two
games, we found that the reason that US2011FedeMon has
a higher and a lower DR is because there is more
camera motion in this video, and because the court is more
distant in the image in this game.

E. Parameters Effects Analysis

BothYan’s [12] and the approach described here are governed
by several parameters, and in this section, we discuss the ef-
fect of varying these. As mentioned in Section IV-C, in our ap-

Fig. 17. Performance (F1 measure) as a function of the parameters and for
.

proach, three key parameters control the performance: the value
of used in Algorithm 1 to choose the first ranked to-
kens at the local layer; the shift window size ; and the shift
step that is used at the global layer to define the size of shift
window.
1) Window Size and Window Step : Fig. 17 shows the

effect of varying the window parameters, i.e. the window size
and the shift step size for : we find that the results are
very similar for values of in the range 1–4. Performance
is seen to be best when . When is too large, less overlap
between adjacent shift windows means that trajectorylets with
lower confidence tend to become connected, leading to lower
performance. The best value of is between 17 and 21. When
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Fig. 18. F1 measure as a function of window size for different values of .

is too small, the local layer algorithm described inAlgorithm 1 is
unable to effectively exploit long-term information to eliminate,
and if is too large, the trajectorylets tend to “drift” away from
the true trajectory.
2) : Fig. 18 shows the effect on performance of dif-

ferent window sizes for values of (the number of tokens
retained in the Viterbi search) in the range 1–4 (we use the value
of that gives the best F1 result). For the purpose of trade-off
between precision and recall rate, is a feasible choice.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a two-layered data associa-
tion (TLDA) approach for tennis ball tracking. We exploit both
local and global information to enable robust searching of pos-
sible trajectories. We first generate a set of local trajectorylets
using a shift token transfer algorithm. In order to handle the
problem of the trajectorylets drifting from the true trajectory,
we use a shifting windowing and execute our token transfer
procedure afresh in each window. At the global level, we use
a weighted directed acyclic graph to organize the trajectorylets
followed by dynamic programming to obtain the final, optimum,
ball trajectory. Experimental results on two test sets indicate that
the proposed approach achieves better performance than three
other state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, in Section III-B
we have utilized player tracking to help eliminate many false
ball candidates. Considering the interaction between balls and
players and that players are more likely to be tracked than balls,
players’ motion can supply a strong prior to guide balls’ tacking.
Hence, a ball-player joint tracking should reasonably improve
the performance.
In the future, we would like to extend the approach to handle

multiple object tracking. Currently, our approach addresses the
data association problem based on graph scheme by minimizing
the overall cost. We also would like to handle the association
problem under a probabilistic framework. Furthermore, we will
try to integrate audio information to facilitate making a high
level analysis of game, e.g. player’s actions and tactics.
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